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Chairman
Here is an item from our recently completed September watch in Falfurrias. On the last day of the
watch we were honored to host a small contingent of Angel Moms and Dads. These are people
who have lost loved ones to criminal aliens in some fashion. They had been in Houston for a
conference sponsored by the Remembrance Project who graciously arranged transportation to
the ranch. Tagging along was our good friend Ruthie Hendrycks of the Ruthie Report out of
Minnesota. We provided them with a cookout of Nilgai burgers complete with fixings which all
seemed to enjoy, even though they didn’t know what a Nilgai was at first. During the course of
their visit we took them on a tour to some areas of known smuggling trails to give them a sense of
the lay of the land and what it is like to be in the brush. And, in typical south Texas fashion, the
heat was in full bloom. That evening we were able to provide them with some time to test the
special equipment we use at night. In conjunction, they were given the opportunity to view videos
(located on our website) we have made using that same special equipment. It was obvious that
this particular exercise was a big hit. All in all this was a unique and rewarding experience for
everyone involved. It is tragic and unfortunate that we had to meet under such circumstances.
American citizens are victimized on a daily basis across the country by illegal alien criminals. Our
thoughts and prayers go out to not only this small group, but to the thousands of others that have
suffered a similar incident. One of the big reasons for why we do, what we do at TBV. Many
thanks to the Remembrance Project for making this gathering possible. It is one our members will
long remember.
Dr. Mike Vickers

President/VP of Membership
In one respect, our September watch was less successful than usual. A few criminal trespassers
were reported but, as of the time this is being written, we have no confirmation of any
apprehensions by our friends in green. On the final night of the watch, we did not post out. Our
reason for not posting was not due to weather which has always, in the past, been the only thing
that prevented us from going out. The reason we did not post this time was because we had the
honor and privilege of hosting members of The Remembrance Project. As you probably know,
TRP members are surviving relatives of victims killed by illegal aliens. The TRP ladies and one
gentleman arrived in the late afternoon and after introductions we invited them to have a great
burger meal with us. It seemed that they all enjoyed the burgers. We then took them on a tour
around the Vickers ranch. After the tour each one got to try a thermal and a night vision. Judging
from the remarks they made, they were impressed with our visual equipment. The entire group



seemed to enjoy their visit and they all like what we do. At least one said she would submit an
application for membership in TBV. And, yes, their visit made this watch the best ever!
Tom K.

EX. VP/ VP of IT
The FB page is up 100 likes this month and we’re not the end of the month; that tells me you’re
continuing to spread the word and as always thanks! Not surprisingly, this was the post with the
most reach for September -
https://www.txdps.state.tx.us/administration/crime_records/pages/txCriminalAlienStatistics.htm
and please be sure to check out the pics from the Remembrance Project folks and Angel Moms
and Dads - https://www.facebook.com/Texas-Border-Volunteers-196379367120922/insights/.
Website traffic is down slightly from last month, but if you don’t “Facebook”, the website often
carries much of the same stories we post on Facebook, plus we have videos and watch pics and
of course, where you download this newsletter!
Thanks to all who attended the September watch and I especially thank those who were able to
stay for the visit with TRP and the Angel Moms and Dad. TBV was honored to have them at the
ranch and it served as a reminder of why we do what we do!! The angel moms and dad were
beyond gracious to TBV and there were more than a few hugs, prayers whispered and choked
back tears I promise you. One sweet angel mom, Laura, went so far as to say, and I quote,
“…each of you will forever be a hero in my eyes. You risk your own lives to protect Americans
without pay or fanfare.” Those are such kind words they are a bit difficult to digest, since I don’t
think any member looks at him or herself as a “hero”; we just care deeply about our country, our
fellow Texans and families, the rule of law and the toll that IAs have taken on our state and
country. So take Laura’s words as another affirmation that your efforts are appreciated by folks
you don’t even know!
Another angel mom asked me, that even though we have the equipment that we have for work at
night, doesn’t it sort of “creep me out” to be out there at night. It only took me a second or so to
respond that, no, not really, it is actually a pretty peaceful feeling out there with your “night eyes”,
knowing that you are part of an electronic fabric of patriots supporting Border Patrol and local LE
and as soon as a “2-legged” varmint moves, you are ready to assist if needed! Until we see you
at the ranch.
Ken B.

Chief of Staff
During our October watch we had our 2nd annual TBV board meeting. The minutes are available
upon request by members only. The 2017 TBV Watch dates are also available upon request to
members only. Please contact me with your requests.
I want to thank our members, Dale and Mary Huls, for developing a new merchandise item!!! It
will be a camo coffee cup with our TBV logo on it and will be available at future gun
shows,speaking engagements and at the watches for a modest donation. A special thanks to
Pedro R. for the great deal on the cups!!!
Linda Vickers

VP of Administration
Special thanks to Ed H. for crunching the numbers!
Gerry M.

VP of Public Events
You are posted out on watch. It's dark, hot and humid and the mosquitoes won't leave you alone.
Nobody is seeing anything and you can't wait for quitting time. Yeah, that’s been me a time or
two. But then those Angel Moms showed up at our September watch. They were from all over the
country and had a loved one killed by an illegal alien. I talked to a few of them and suddenly
realized I am kinda proud of the fact I have been posting up for 10 years!
Dennis M.

TBV Comment Corner
Many thanks to the members who helped with upkeep of facilities during the October watch!


